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Introduction 
This paper analyzes etiquette books and "how to" books published 
in the United States and in Japan as a means of clarifying the expected 
norms, in terms of linguistic etiquette, in these two societies. The analysis 
addresses the following t\vo basic questions: l) where, or in what situations, 
do people expect norms in each culture, and 2) what is the focus of concern 
when expected norms are discussed. 
I begin with a discussion of one of the fundamental concepts of 
politeness, wakimae, and demonstrate that the essential differences 
between Japanese and English etiquette books can be explained in 
terms of expected norms vs. shared strategies. 
1. Wakimae, expected norms, and etiquette books 
The concept of wahimae was introduced to the field of linguistics 
by Hill et al. in 1986. Since then it has served as one of the two fun-
damental concepts focussed on in research on politeness, the second 
being volition. The \Vord wakimae refers to the almost automatic 
usage of socially-agreed-upon rules by Japanese in daily conversation; 
it applies to both verbal and non-verbal behavior. As a linguistic term it 
was translated by Hill et al. as "discernment" 1J and defined in sociolinguis-
tic terms as "conforming to the expected norm" (Hill et al. 1986:348). Hill 
et al. demonstrate that wahimae functions both in American English and 
Japanese, and predominates over volition in Japanese. 
Clarification of the expected norms or socially-agreed-upon rules that 
contribute to wakirnae has been one of the goals of research on politeness. 
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Empirical research such as that of Hill et al. extracted expected norms 
using a vnitten questionnaire based on the contextual frame of requesting 
a pen. 
Further studies, based on the observation of daily conversation and 
language behavior are necessary in order to create a more thorough list of 
expected norms in a society. Above all, a straightfonvard procedure for 
observing and describing expected norms is essential to prevent the con-
struction of a list of items randomly ordered at various levels. Ka\vasaki 
0993) presented a framevvork for explaining expected norms in Japanese 
and American English based on the notion of "comfortableness conditions" 
and their relations to politeness. "Comfortableness conditions" in American 
English are expressed as follm.vs: "to be relaxed is comfortable", "to be 
equal is comfortable", etc. 
In the field of pragmatics, \Vierzbicka (1991, 1993) presents a frame-
\vork for human behavior based on "cultural scripts", \vhich is formulated 
in a highly constrained "natural semantic metalanguage" based on a small 
set of lexical universals. For example, she formulates one of the cultural 
scripts used in the U.S. as "it is good to say to someone \Vhat I think". 
Assuming a unitary research framev.Jork has been established, hov.r can 
expected norms be induced from objective observation of patterns in daily 
life? Imai, a Japanese government officer \vho lived in the U.S. for three 
years \vith his children, analyzed and compared 209 topics in first through 
sixth grade English textbooks used in the U.S. \Vith 211 topics in Japanese 
Kol-mgo (Japanese language) textbooks used in Japan. The results of his 
study shmv that Arnerican topics are typically related to a "Strong Sense of 
Self (tsu_vo£ Jwj£n) ,"e.g. "self-assuredness (j£ga no halutr£tsu) ,""self-aware-
ness (ji!w no hyaldwnteh£ n£nsh£kz') ," "opinionatedness (j£/w shuchou) ," 
"independence (j£r£tsush£rz, dokuritsushin) ," "taking responsibility for one's 
mvn actions (jiho sehinin) ," "strong-will (tsuyoi ishi) ," "creativity and 
individuality (souzousei to hosei) ,"and other topics such as "fairness/unfair-
ness" and "humor." In contrast, Japanese topics typically related to "warm 
human relations (atata!?ai n£ngen !?anke£) ," "kindness (yasashisa) ," "spirit 
of self-sacrifice (jilw gisei no seishin)" and "rules and discipline (l?imari, 
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shitsuhe)" Omai 1990:78-80). He suggested that children in both countries 
reading these textbooks for six years unconsciously acquire the expected 
norms of their respective cultures. 
Expected norms are undoubtedly acquired through exposure to text-
books, daily conversation, and everyday behavior of the members of a 
society. Etiquette books and "how to" books are a genre of literature 
dedicated to the clear statement of these expected norms. These etiquette 
bibles outline the dos and don'ts, i.e. the shared communication rules of a 
society and suggest effective ways of communication to the reader. They 
are overt rulebooks that explicitly state the expected norms. Although they 
are an invaluable source of information regarding the expected norms 
shared in a society, there has been little formal research on their contents. 
Anthropologists/sociologists Lamont and Lareau (1987:13) stress the need 
to focus on the interaction patterns of work settings in research on Amer-
ican "cultural capital"2 ), and point out that much of the information 
related to this area is located in "hO\v to" books. Both the interaction 
patterns in work settings, and daily human interaction in general are 
central to the study of modern culture. "How to" books and in partic-
ular etiquette books are rich sources of culturally shared ideas and 
expected norms. 3) 
2. Etiquette books and "how to" books in the U.S. and Japan 
This study is based on a representative sample of the etiquette books 
and "hO\v to" books that can be easily obtained in bookstores today. Bool?s 
in Print lists about 50 titles under the category of etiquette, and still more 
titles can be found under categories such as: "etiquette for children and 
youth," "business etiquette,'' "telephone etiquette," etc. The sample includes 
titles commonly kept in people's living rooms as references, such as Ernily 
Post's Etiquette, first published in 1817, and nov/ in its 14th revised version, 
and The Amy Vanderbilt CornjJlete Boo/( of Ehquelte, which \'vas revised by 
Letitia Baldrige in 1987 and has sold over 2,750,000 copies. 4 ) There are also 
"hO\v to" books \vith detailed discussions of linguistic etiquette such as 
Carnegie's !{ow to vVin Friends and Influence People, first published in 
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1937, revised in 1981, and which has sold over 15,000,000 copies. 
Etiquette books in the Japanese sample can be divided into three 
types according to the following three orientations: general, linguistic 
and business. General etiquette books focus on either formal occasions 
(kan-kon-sou-sai) or daily manners ( reigi sahou). Yaeko Shiotsuki's 
books, such as her recent handy book Kedyou jiten (The Illustrated En-
cyclopaedia of Ceremonial Occasions), are some of the most famous kan 
l?on-sou-sai books. Katei to Shakai no Manaa Zensho (Complete Guide to 
Manners at Home and in Society) is one which focuses on daily manners; 
it is \vritten by the 30th head of a "manners" sect called Ogasawara 
ryuu. It is an illustrated manner book containing a lot of cartoons 
\,vith speech balloons when certain set phrases are expected. Linguistic 
etiquette books cover topics such as honorifics (keigo), letter writing, and 
wedding speeches. Recently "how to speak" books that take the form of an 
anthology of common useful expressions have become popular. For exam-
ple, handy books such as Tyottoshita Mono no I£kata (Subtle Expression) 
and Kinokiita Hitokoto (A Thoughtful \Vord) are found easily in book-
stores. Books on business etiquette are also found in this handy format. 
There are so many of this type that it is difficult to find one representative . 
. Manaa • tyotto ii hanashi (Small Good Cues in Manners) \Vas written by 
J ALCOS (Japan Air Line Coordination Service) members, who were J AL 
flight attendants and are now serving as manners instructors at various 
companies in Japan. These books are practical because they explain why 
certain behaviors are expected, and also show real examples with set 
phrases. 
The eight books mentioned above were analyzed for this paper. 
3. Where do people expect norms of linguistic etiquette? 
Emily Post's Etiquette, approximately 1000 pages in length, contains 6 
chapters and 44 subsections. Where do we find explanations of linguistic 
etiquette? Chapter I, "Forms and Formality" focuses on address terms. 
Whether to use one's first name is a big concern on various occasions, and 
even at home. The use of first names or other address terms set the tone 
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for how to deal with others, i.e. how much affection, respect, etc. to display. 
Since it's a tricky topic, careful discussion is given, for example, as follows: 
"A child should never be forced to call a stepparent 'Mother' or 'Father' or 
any nickname having that meaning, especially if his own parent is living. If 
the child chooses to do so, it is a compliment to the stepparent and should 
be encouraged (Post 1984:7) ." The following chapters cover "Personal 
Life," "Professional Life," "Entertaining," "Vveddings," and "Celebrations." 
A section called "The Good Conversationalist" in Chapter II is devoted 
primarily to linguistic etiquette. In other parts, linguistic etiquette is occa-
sionally discussed and typical words and set phrases are introduced when 
necessary. How to \Vrite cards and letters and how to converse when v_re 
entertain people at dinners are discussed in detail. 
Keityou ./iten (The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Ceremonial Occasions) 
is composed of five parts, that cover: weddings, funerals, celebrations, 
year-round events, and envelope titles (o;notegalci: expressions v.rritten 
on the envelopes containing money as a gift or on the white title 
paper typically wrapped around gift boxes in ] a pan.) As for weddings 
and funerals detailed procedures including linguistic etiquette and 
actual expressions to use are explained. Katei to Shalwi no Manaa Zensho 
(Complete Guide to Manners at Home and in Society) covers daily manners 
such as: "bmving," "hmv to hold things," "visiting people," "wrapping 
presents," ''hmv to eat japanese food," etc. lVIost of the linguistic etiquette 
is related to the situation \vhen people visit somebody, or when people are 
visited by someone else. With these two books most of the situations talked 
about in Ernily Post's Etiquette are covered for ] apanese contexts. 
\Afhere, or in v._rhich situations are norms of linguistic etiquette expres-
sed according to etiquette books published in the U.S. and ] a pan? The 
follmving summarizes the situations: 
l) Both in the U.S. and in Japan: 
· formal occasions such as weddings, funerals, celebrations 
· letter/card writing 
2) In the U.S.: 
· entertaining situations such as dinner 
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• addressing people in various occasions 
· various casual situations in everyday life 
3) In Japan: 
• writing words on envelopes or wrapping paper (OJnotegahi) 
• visiting and being visited 
When formality is expected, norms are expected in both cultures. When 
informality is expected, Japanese people tena not to talk about linguistic 
etiquette, while in American English people still talk about linguistic eti-
quette. Formality is sensed when a non-family member is involved in 
Japan. In the U.S. norms are discussed even in family situations. M.any 
of the situations discussed in American etiquette books may not need 
to be discussed from the Japanese point of view. In contrasts, in Japanese 
etiquette books, many detailed rules are determined for specific situations, 
but the details may be too complicated from the American point of viev . r. 
4. What is the focus of concern when expected norms are discussed? 
Tv,ro differences between America and Japan are observed. First, the 
attitudes toward expected norms are slightly different. People know that 
expected norms are developed in order to have smooth communication in a 
society, that the people who manage to have smooth communication are 
\veil-socialized, and often well-educated, that the people who can follmv 
expected norms are considered to be socialized, etc., and that expected 
norms can be a tool for smooth communication and a tool for self-
beautification. Japanese people tend to take expected norms as a self-
beautification tool, while American people tend to take expected norms as 
tools for insuring smooth communication. For example, in Katei to Shakai 
no _Manaa Zensho (Complete Guide to Manners at Home and in Society) 
the word okuyukashii yaril:wta (elegant, graceful, refined way) is repeatedly 
used and graceful manner is described as necessary for one to become an 
elegant person. There is not much explanation why certain behaviors are 
expected or what kind of effect can be expected if you behave a certain 
way. On the other hand, Emily Post, for example, explains the reason why 
a certain manner is expected, and the psychological reactions of others 
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to a certain manner. Carnegie quotes his own experience to explain 
the effect of a realization of a certain expected norms. 
Second, partly as a consequence of the differences in attitude, the way 
of explaining expected norms are different: many of the ] apanese books 
are form-oriented; that is, words, set phrases, examples of expressions 
are listed as good samples of expected norms, while American books 
tend to be strategy-oriented; that is they discuss basic principles such as 
"think before you speak," "humor: the rarest of gifts," "fishing for topics," 
and "compliments," or more "speech act" based explanations such as 
"to encourage rather than discourage" are used. 
The comparison of Japanese and American "how to" books can clarify 
these differences. Tyottoshita Mono no likata (Subtle Expression) intro-
duces 1000 set phrases in which "intelligence (chisei), status (suteitasu), and 
the good family background ( iegara) of a speaker" are reflected. It also 
says that "speaking formally is like a game with rules, once you know the 
rule, it is easy." Kinokiita Hitokoto (A Thoughtful Word) lists hundreds of 
phrases according to situations in a similar way. For example, when a 
person visits somebody who is socially superior, instead of just saying 
"Hello." he/ she is expected to add such phrases as "Gobusata shite ori 
masu" (Sorry for the negligence in coming to see you) and "Oisogashii 
tokoro wo ojama shimasu" (Sorry to come to see you when you are busy). 
You may say the second phrase without knowing the real schedule of the 
person. When a person accepts a visitor, and wants to say more than just 
"Come in." he/she is expected to add "Torichirakashite ori masu ga" 
(Sorry for the mess here), "Se1nai tokoro desu ga" (Sorry for this small 
space), etc. depending upon the house condition. When a person leaves, it 
is expected to say "N anno okamai mo deki masen de" (Sorry for not 
serving you anything) even if the host serves a lot of food. If a person 
can choose the most suitable set phrase for the situation, and say it smooth-
ly, the person is considered as well-socialized and sophisticated. Carnegie's 
How to Win Fn.ends and Influence People, on the other hand, contains 
a surprisingly high number of abstract linguistic comments such as 
"Remember that a person's name is to that person the sweetest and most 
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important sound in any language," "Be a good listener. Encourage others to 
talk about themselves," etc. in order to make people like you (Carnegie: 
1981:112). 
In order to clarify the difference between the U.S. and Japan, the 
word "expected norms" should be examined here again. I find two types of 
expected norms: "strict expected norm" type and "shared strategy" type. 
For example, people are supposed to say "Itada!c£ masu." at the beginning of 
a meal, and "Goch£sou smna." at the end of a meal to express thanks in 
Japan. These set phrases are expected, and if you do not say them, you are 
considered to be blunt, lazy, ill disciplined, etc. I will call these norms which 
are directly related to expressions "strict expected norms." In the United 
States, people are expected to enjoy conversation at a dinner table. People 
try to find safe topics to bring about, enjoy "phatic communion" through 
comfortable conversation; they utter compliments and encouragements to 
make other people feel better, etc. If you do not try to follmv this linguistic 
etiquette, you may be considered an uncooperative person and will not have 
a smooth conversation. The latter type, norms related to "speech act" level 
expectations, I will call "shared strategies." 
In Japan and the United States, both types are observed. In Japan, more 
"strict expected norm" types are observed, and in the U.S. more "shared 
strategy" types are observed in the contents of etiquette books and "how to" 
books. This result should correlates with the wa/;;£mae-volition distribu-
tion in politeness in Japan and the U.S. In a society like Japan, \Vhere 
wa/;;£nwe predominates over volition, "strict expected norms" are observed, 
and in a society like the U.S. \.x..rhere volition predominates over wa!?imae, 
"shared strategies" are observed. 
Conclusion 
Etiquette books and "how to" books have been shown to be good 
sources for clarifying expected norms in the U.S. and Japan. As a first step 
for an overall analysis. the situations where people expect norms, and the 
special concerns and types of utterances or strategies they use in these 
contexts were exarninecl. The results show that in Japan "strict expected 
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norms" are most common, especially for formal situations, while in the U. 
S. "shared strategies" in various situations are predominant. 
Notes 
* I \·vouldlike to thank Miyako Inoue who was a rich source of information 
on anthropological and psychosociological studies of culture, and Polly 
Szatrmvski, Dina Rudolph, Julie Vernon-Edo and Susan Armington who 
commented on a draft of this paper. 
1) Wakimae and volition have been quoted by various research papers. The 
\vord wakinwe and discernment were used in Hill et al.'s study, but 
researchers who quote it preferred to use walcimae, because discernment is 
not exactly equivalent to wa!cinwe in Japanese. The term "congruence" is 
sometimes used in discourse analysis in a sense similar to wa!cimae (Bardovi-
Harlig and Hartford 1990). 
2) The notion, "cultural capital" was introduced by Pierre Bourdieu in 1966 
and defined as "high status cultural goods and resources which are basis for 
social selection" (Lamont and Lareau, 1987:1). 
3) Given the multi-cultured nature of the U.S., I assume that the culture 
discussed in American etiquette books may not be totally representative of 
the entire country. 
4) In addition to these two basic books, there is Miss A1anners' Guide to 
E'"(cruciat£ngly Correct Behavior (1979), a witty fun-to-read book that 
became a national bestseller. It is a collection of letters to Miss Manners 
starting \vith "Dear Miss lVIanners:" and replies beginning with "Gentle 
Reader:." 
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